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Blood is the most complicated fluid. Whi le flowing, it interacts with vessel walls 
both mechanically and chemically. Still, however, descriptions of blood in the 
framework of suspensions t heory is incomplete. In this paper current problems 
with blood modelling will be presented and the physiology of blood composition 
and hemorheology will be studied. Finally, the most popular const itut ive models 
of blood and t he range of their applicabili ty will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

l\1athematical and numerical models together with computer simulations 

play an important role in biology and medicine. Research in blood flow has 
a direct impact on our improved understanding and management of human 
health. 

Clo~c examination of blood is suppo~ed to become one of the major math
ematical challenges of the next decade. Blood, like other biological fluids, is 
a ·'myste riou~" one. It means t hat due to its vital functions in living or

ganisms, blood has a highly complicated structure which changes depending 
on health and conditions of life. From the physical point of view, blood i~ 

a viscoelasl ic, complex fluid. The term ·'complex fluid" usually stands for 
a non-Newtonian fluid , which means that the shear stre~s and rate of strain 

arc not directly proportional. Various cells in blood (typically making up 

-15% of the blood's volume) make of it a suspension of particles [28, 31] what 
results in the non-Newtonian characteristic. \.Vhcn blood starts moving, the 

part ic le~ (or cells) interact with plasma and among one another. 
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lany fundamental issues concerning blood , like blood rheology and mod

elling, st ill need to be studied. The rhcological parameters of blood can be 

used in d iagnosis of clin ical d isorders, in maintaining noubiological fluids 

which have rhcological propert ies comparable to blood. What is more. the 

knowledge of the rheological parameter · is necessa ry in mathematical mod

elling of blood circulation because of formu lating blood flow equations. 

Rheological analysis and modelling of blood is still incomplete. Blood is 

a highly concentrated , complex suspension of polydispcr. c cells. The cells 

are flexible, chemically and electrostatically active. They are suspended in 

an electrolyte fluid (plas ma) of critical pH in which there a re numerous ac

tive proteins and organic substances. The modelling of complex suspensions 

of flexible particles presents a difficul t task for scientists and engineers. T he 

boundaries determine the fl ow of homogeneous fluid , whereas the flow of 

a multi-component 's fluid is additionally affected by individual. suspended 

particles interact ing with one another and with the boundaries of the flow. 

To describe t he rheology of a d ilute suspension within the reach of ana lyt

ical and computationa l methods there arc already well established theori es 

(derived from Einstein work [23]). Computation and analyses have shown 
that t he response of a soli tary liquid drop (in a dilute suspcn. ion) involves 

deformations in shape by stretching. contracting or shearing. The nature and 

extent of deformations can be determined by the intensity and type of the 

flow. T he reaction of a drop depends on two parameters . The first is a mea

sure of the balance between tile shear force acting on a drop which tends to 

deform the drop and the tension on the surface of the drop, which keeps the 

drop togct her. The second parameter is the ratio between the viscosi Lies of 

the drop and the suspending Ouid. 

The physical mechanisms which dctcnuinc the dy na lllics of a concen

trated suspension's flow arc very complicated. lt is known, for instance. t hat 

during a flmv in a tube, the part icles tend to migrate towards t he centcrlinc 

of a channel yielding the core annulus type of a fl ow with t he majority of 

particles suspended in the fastest moving flow near the ccnlcrline. 

Due to t he complexity of a concent rated suspension's motions, no colll

prchcnsivc theory has been developed to describe the flow of a general mu lti

component system, including blood. Furthermore, the convolu ted and frag

mented hapes of the Auid's interfaces prevent the application of classical 

numeri cal approaches, such as finite-difference or fini te-cl mcnt methods. 
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Therefore t ill now exact descriptions of blood using the concentrated sus

pension t heory have not existed. The main difficulties in blood modell ing as 

the fram e of the theory can be ·ummarized as follows: 

• blood is a concentrated suspension, outside the range of applicability 

of theory of dilute suspensions [45 , 23], 

• in case of such a concent ration , forces between particles should be taken 

under consideration, 

• forces arc not known; what is more , particles change their shape in 

reaction to the Auid 's forces, 

• the natme of reel blood cells' membranes and their deformation in re

sponse to stress/ strain interaction is much less established , 

• red blood cell cont inuously deform. 

For these reasons researchers are forced to seek simplified models to be 

able to construct constitutive relations for blood. 
In this review, I shall discuss problems with blood modelling. F irst , blood 

composition and physiology will be discussed briefly. Next , we will go through 

hemorheology of blood and its determinants. Finally, the most popular con

stitutive models of blood will be shortly presented. 

2. B lood Composition and Physiology 

2.1. G eneral Information 

The first requirement in blood studying is gaining general information 

of its physiology. In this chapter a brief outline of blood's composition and 

circulatory system is presented. 

Human blood is a liquid tissue which makes up about 1 13 of the total 

body mass and accounts for 5 to 6 litres in an average adult male [27, 29]. 

Blood performs two major functions: 

1. transporting through the body: 

• oxygen and carbon dioxide, 

• food molecules (glucose, lipicls , am ino acids). 

• ions (e.g., Na+, Ca2+. HC03) , 

• wastes (e.g. , urea) , 

• hormones. 

• heat. 
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2. defending t he body against infect ions and other foreign materials . 

When blood is centrifuged , it separates into 2 portions (Fig. 1). Plasma is 
a fluid part of blood and it consists of about 90% of water, 7% of protein 

and small amounts of organic and inorganic molecules as well as dissolved 

gases. It behaves like a Ncwtonian, viscous flui d with viscosity of about 20o/c 

higher than that of water. The second phase consists of cells, primarily red 

blood cells, which make up over 50% of t he volume of blood. Red cells. or 

eryt hrocyte , contain hemoglobin and carry oxygen throughout the body. 

P latelets are small cells that are involved in blood clotting. All of these cells 

have finite life spans ranging from 1 day to a month and arc replenished 

by the bone marrow. Cells arise and die all the time, so t heir numbers vary 

constantly. 

1. Water (92%) 1. Red Blood Cells (99.9% ) 

2 . Plasma Proteins (7%) 

3. Other Solutes (1% ) 

2. Platelets 

3. White BC 
(0,1%) 

F IGURE 1. Scheme of blood composit ion 

The blood is t ransported to allliviug cells in a body by a nel work of blood 

vessels. T heir structure enables an exchange of blood plasma and dissolved 

molecules between blood and surrounding t issues. Blood flows away from the 

heart passing through a ·eries of vessels progressively smaller in diameter: 

from arterie to arteriole and then to capillaries. Blood rctums to the heart 

through a series of vessels progrcsfiively larger in diameter: from capill aricfi 

to venules and to veins. Capillaries arc t he simplest-structured vessels which 

permeate the entire body in a form of a fine mesh. The structure provides 

room for blood and allows the transfer of in ter t itia l fluid. 

The complex behaviour of blood and its interaction with the vascular 

walls play an important role in t he physiology of blood circulation. Blood 

interacts both mechanically and chemically with the ve cl wall which eau 

get deformed under the blood pressure. 
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2.2. Composition of Blood 

Blood is composed of Huid plasma, solids (erythrocytes. leHkocytcs. pla

telets). and other e lements either carried to or away from cells. r-- Ii roscopic 

view of blood and its solids is presented in F ig. 2. 

a) 

b) c) d) 

FIG L' ItE 2. l\ licroscopic view of a) whole blood. b) red b lood cells c) platelet and 
d) white blood cell [6 , 69, 70[. 

2.2.1. P lasma. Blood cells a rc suspended in straw-coloured plasma ( liq uid 

par t of bloo I Fig. 1). Pla;.;llla is a mixture of water , sugar , fa t , protein, 

pot a:-;:-; ium and calcium salts. lt contains also many chemicals which a id blood 

to fo rm clo ts necessary to s top bleeding. Wa ter makes up more than 92% of 

plasma. Water of plasma is freely exchangeable with t ha t of body cells a nd 

other extra cellular flllids a nd is available to maintain t he normal state of 

hyd ration in a ll body t issues. 

Plasma is a complex solution which tra nsports ma terials needed by cells 

a nd 1na teriaJr:; which must be removed from cells: 

• variou · ions (Na+ , Ca2 , HC0 3 , e tc.). 

• glucose and traces o f ot her sugar.·. 

• alllino acids. 
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• other orgaHic acids. 

• cholesterol a nd ot her lipicls . 

• hormones . 

• urea a nd other waste . 

Total volume and concentra tion o f plasma is important in t he regula tion 

of blood pressure. Sodium ion is t he major solute in p lasma. Its concentration 

determines t he amount of plasma water, a nd thus blood volume. 

2 .2.2 . R ed b lood cells- erythrocytes. Red blood cells (RDO;), arc the 

most abundant blood cells; l,uL of m ale blood conta in 4.5 6.3 million RBCs 

a nd 1 1'1 of female blood contains 4.2 5.5 million RBCs . 

RB C it 's a membrane filled wi t h a solution of hemoglobin a nd various 

salts . It 's sha pe is s imila r to fla ttened biconcave disc (closed torus) wi th 

a depressed center , about 2.5 x 10- 6 m thick and 7.5 x 10- 6 m in diameter , 

[6[. The depressed center provides increa eel surface area for t he diffus ion 

of gases. The membrane is composed of chemically complex lipicls, pro teins, 

and carbohydra tes in a highly organized struct ure. RBCs carry the oxygen 

from the lungs to a ll parts of a body a l!Cl then return carbon clioxicle from 

our body to the lungs. 

RB C creates hemoglobin until it accounts for some 90% of the dry weight 

of the cell. Hemoglobin is a lso responsible for making red blood cells red. 

The vi ·eo ity of RBC 's interior f-luid is five to ten t imes greate r tha n that of 

exterior Ouid. RBC in quiescent plasma tends to form aggregates known as 

rouleaux. 

An cxtraordi11ary dis tortion of a. red cell occurs in its passage t hrough 

m inute blood vessels, many of which have a d iameter smaller than t hat of 

a red ce ll. When the deforming stress is removed , the cell springs back to 

its original shape. The red cell readily tolerates bending and folding . but , 

if a n apprecia ble s tretching of the membrane occurs , t he cell is da llla.gccl o r 

destroyed . Healt hy red cells behave like liquirl rlrops because membranes of 

red cells a re equally elastic and flexible. ick red cells. for example deformed 

ones in sickle cell anemia losC' their elastic properties a nd may dog sma ll 

blood vessels . 

RBCs a rc produced continuously in our bone marrow from stem cells. 

They never divide. After ::::::120 clays, a RBC cell membrane rupt ures, or the 

damage is detected by phagocy tic cells in liver and spleen. i\Jost of t he iron 

in t heir hemoglobin is recla imed for reuse. 
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2.2 .3. White blood cells- ly mphocytes. White blood cells (WBCs) are 
clear, round cells t hat are bigger than red blood cells. T hey have a nuclei 
and mitochondria which enable them to move around . WBCs are capable of 

squeezing through pores in capillary walls in order to reach sites of infection. 
T his aids WBCs in their participation in the immune response of the body. 

White blood cells prod uce proteins called antibodies that help our bodies 
fight infect ions caused by bacteria, viruses, and foreign proteins. A typical 

p,L of blood contains 6000- 9000 WBCs (1% volume). Most of the WBCs 
in a body at a given moment are in the connective tissue or in organs of 
the lymphatic system. T hey remain viable only during the last 18- 36 hours 

before t hey also arc removed. 

WBCs can be classified on t he basi of the appearance of granu les when 
viewed under the light microscope (Fig. 3) and function as follows: 

1. Granulocytcs protect body from infection and arc represented by: 

• basophils, 

• eosinophils, 

• neut rophils. 

2. Agranulocytes are a part of immune system and are represented by: 

• lymphocytes, 

• monocytes. 

2.2 .4. Plate lets (thrombocytes). They are the smallest formed elements 

and actually arc fragments of large bone marrow cells . T heir shape is flat-

Lym phocyte 

FIGURE 3. Microscopic view of variou kind of white blood cells. 
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tcncd, disc- like. and the characteristic size of a cell is about 1 f.."nl by 4 f.."lll 

(1/ 3 size of RB C) . 

Platelets arc continuously replaced . Each platelet circula tes for 9 12 days 

before being removed by splenic phagocytes. T hey contai u no uuclei but 

still are capable of moving and functioning in blood clotting. They act as 

a part icipant in the vascular clotting system. 

When blood vessel arc cut or damaged . the loss of blood from t he system 

must be stopped before a shock or possible death. This is accomplished by 

solidification of blood, a process called coagulation or clotting. 

3. Rheological Parameters of Blood 

T he hear t pumps energy into t he blood with each beat . Portions of this 

energy are either dissipated or stored as blood cells rearrange, orient and 

deform. T his bchavior is indirectly expressed by the rheological parameters 

of b lood viscosity and elasticity coefficients . 

T he simplest physical interpretation of the rhcological parameters can be 
as follows: v iscosity is an assessment of t he rate of energy dissipat ion clue to 

cell deformation and sliding; elast icity is an assessment of the elast ic storage 

of energy primarily in the kinetic deformability of the red blood cells. 

T he viscosity and elasticity determine the pressure required to produce 
blood Aow. Due to correla tions between the whole blood vi, cosity and arterial 

diseases, stroke, hypertension, d iabetes. smok ing and aging, the hcmorheol

ogy has been of great interest in the fie lds of biomedical engineering and 

medical rci:icarchci:i. Hcmorhcological properties of blood include the whole 

blood viscosity. plasma viscosity, hcmatocrit. RBC leformabili ty and aggre

gation , and fibriuogcn concentration in plasma. 

3.1. Viscosity and Viscoe lastic ity 

Viscosity is a mea ure of flow re istance depending on internal frict ion 

when one layer of fluid moves in relation to another layer. Vii:icoclas Licity 

is t he tendency to respond to stress as if the material were a combinat ion 

of clast ic solid and viscous fluid. This feature, possessed to ·ome degree by 

all plastics, says that materials which have solid-like cha racteri ·tic · ·uch as 

elasticity, strength and form stabili ty also have li quid- like characteristics li ke 

Aow depending on ti me, temperat ure, rate and amount of loading. T he ex

perimental value of the viscosity coefficient of a fluid is obtained from t he 
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ralio of shearing stress to shearing rate. If the flow is com>tant in time. then 

Lhc ratio of shear stress to shear ra te is the viscosity of the fluid. When flows 

chang0 in time, some liquids generally demonstra te both a viscous and an 

clastic effect: such liquids are called viscoelast ic [25. 46. 58]. To determine the 

parameters of fluid , methods based on the re i at ion between shear st rcss and 

t ime rate of shear s train (or shear rat e) arc employed [25, 46,5 f. 

Whole blood is both viscous and clast ic whi le blood plasma normally ex

hibits visco ·ity only [38[. The viscoclasticity behavior of blood rcs11lts mainly 

from red blood cells clcformabilit y and I ll('ir ability to aggregate. The viscous 

and clast ic properties of blood can be 111casurcd by use of standard rheom

etry or by using BioProfiler [6-1[. It should l)(' noted . tha t the fin;t who has 

measured the viscoelastic properties t hat control the pu lsat ile flovv of blood 

was G .B. Thursto in 1972 [56]. 

3.2. D eterminants of Whole Blood Viscosity 

T here arc four main factors which influence Lhc rhcological parameters 

of blood: (l) plasma viscosi ty, (2) bcinaionit, (3) Rl3C dcformabilily and 

aggregation , a nd (<!) temperature. Especially, the hematocrit and 1113C ag

gregations, mainly contribute to the non-Newtonian characteristics of shear

thinning viscosiLy and y ield stress. Below we describe t hem in deta il. 

3 .2 .1. P lasma Viscosity. Since blood is a suspension of various cells 111 

plasma, the plasnta viscosi ly afkc·ts blood viscosity and viscoclast ici ty, partic

ularly at high shear rates. Studies hcn·c shown that normal plasma is a ew

tonian fluid [28[, Therefore, it s viscosit .v is independent of shear rate [20. 21 [. 

The viscosity coefficient of plas ma is /I = 1.2 x 10- 3 Pas. 

3.2.2. Hematocl'it. The rhcological properties of suspensions highly cor-

rela te with concent rat ions of suspended particles. In blood. I he most nu

ll1('l'O US suspended particles arc red blood cells (RBC) . Therefore ltc'lllal

ocrit is the most important fac·tor which effects the \\·hole blood \'iscosity 

[7.1 .2 ,55[. 

Hcmatocrit is defined as a \·ohmte pcrcculage of reel blood c0lls in the 

whol0 blood . Hematocrit's average value is 46 (in the range of --1-0 5<-l) for 

men and 12 ( in the range of :37 -17) for women. It eau be determined by 
ccnt rif11ging a blood 1:>amplc 1:>o t hat a ll formed elements come oul of the 

SllS)JCllSlOll . 
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The effect of hematocrit in blood viscosit ies has been well documented 

in literature. In general, the higher the hematocrit , the greater the value 
of the whole blood visco ity [17, 20, 31[. Fig. 4 presents the influence of the 

hematocrit concent ration on viscosity and viscoelasticity of blood. 
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FIGURE 4. The influence of blood cell concentration (hematocril U) on viscosity 
and viscoelaslicity of blood (after [641). 
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3.2 .3 . RBC D eformability. Deformability describes the structura l res

ponse of a body or cell to applied forces. The effect of RBC deformabili ty 

in influencing general flu idity of the whole blood is clearly revealed iu Fig. 5. 

T his figure show the relat ive viscosity of blood at a shear rate > 100 s- 1
, at 

which particle aggregation is negligible, compared with that of suspension, 

with rigid pheres and oil-water emulsion. 

Rigid Spheres (btads) 

Oil-water emulsion 

Rtd call suspension 

0 .4 0 .8 
volume fraction 

FIGURE 5. Variation of t he relative vi cosily of b lood, oil-water mulsion and 
suspension with rigid spheres at a shear rate > lOOs- 1 after [30[. 
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We can observe that at 50% concentration, the viscosity of a suspension 

of rigid spheres reaches almost infinity, so the suspension is not able to flow . 

On the contrary, normal blood remains fluid even at hematocri t's level of 

98% on account of the deformabili ty of its RBC [28]. 

T his blood flu idity is due to t he special propert ies of red blood cells, par
t icularly due to their shape and clastic propert ies of their membrane. T hese 

propert ies permit tremendous deformations of red cells and consequent ly 

blood can flow. In many small blood vessels, the capillary d iameters arc the 

amc of even smaller then t he one of a red cell . In such cases blood flow 
would be blocked if red cells were not so flexible . 

3 .2 .4 . RBC Aggregation. Since red cells do not have a nucleus, they be

have like fluid drops [20]. Hence, when a number of red cells clusters together 

as in the flow of a low shear rate, they stack together, like coins, into ag

gregates called rouleaux. The extent of aggregation i strongly dependent on 

the shear rate; t he aggregate will break up when t he shear rate is increased , 

qualitatively explaining the decrease in viscosity at increasing shear rates 
shown in l~ ig. 6. 
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FIGURE 6. T he shear rate dependence of normal human blood viscosity and 
elasticity at 2 Hz and 22°C, after 1631. 
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Figure 6 show · the relationship between blood vi ·co~ity aud cla1:>ticity 

aud rouleaux format ion , which can be d ivided into tree parts regard less of 

shear stresses I 56. 641. Rouleaux formation of healthy red cells decrca~cs at 

increasing shear rates. As shear rate increases, blood aggregates tend to be 

broken up . T he collapse disturbs the flow and requires t he consumption of 

energy. which manifests itself iu increasing blood viscosity at low shear ra tes 

12 j. So we can say t hat roulea11x formation increases blood viscosity, whcrea1:> 

breaking up rouleaux decreases blood viscosity. 

Rouleaux forma tion is highly dependent on the concentration of fibrino

gen and globulin in plasma. ote that bovine blood does not form r01 dcaux 

beca use of absence of fibrinogen and globulin in plasma l28j . 
It is important to point out, that forces which d i1:>aggregate the cells also 

produce elastic deformation and orientat ion of the cells, causing clastic energy 

to be s tored in the cellula r microstr ucture of thc blood. 

3.2.5. Temper a ture. As in most fluids . blood viscosity increases as tem

perature decreases 128,311. Typically, blood viscosity iucrcases less t han 2o/r 
for each °C decrease in tcmperaturc I4J. Precise control of the sample tem

pera ture is necessary to measure vi1:>cosity accurately in vitro . 

In blood. reduced RBC clcform a bil ity and increased plasma viscosity el

evate particula rly whole blood v i1:>co~ i ty a t low temperature~ 141. 

3.3. Yie ld S tress a nd T hixotropy 

In addition to viscosity, blood also exhibits a yield 1:>t rc1:>s 148, .J91. A flu id 

wi t h no ~uspcnded part icle1:> st art~ moving a~ ~oon as an infinitdy small 

amount of force is applied . Such a Ouicl is callcd a flu id wit hout yield stress . 

Examples fluids with no ~'iE' l cl stress include water . a ir. mineral oils. and 

vegetable oils. 

The source of t he yield s t ress in blood is t he presence of cells in blood, 

particularly red cells. \\"hen such a huge ·amount (40 45% b~, volume) of red 

cells of 10 microns in diameter i~-: ·uspcndcd ill plasma. cohcsi vc fo rces 

among the cells a rc not negligible . The forces existing bch\·een pa rt iclcs are 

van der Waals-London forces and Coulomb forces [6. 44]. So the force needed 

to start t he blood fl ow is large enough to break up par ticle-part icle lin ks 

among the cells. 
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The map,nit ude of the .viclcl st ress of human blood appears Lo be of Lhc 

order of 0.05clyne cm 2 (or GmP a) [28. 5J. 53,G1J a nd is a lmosL imlependeut 

of temperature in t he range of 10 37°C JLJ] . 

The phenomenon of thixotropy iu a liquid results from t he micro ·truc

t ure of the liquid system. Thixotropy may be explained as a consequence of 

aggregatiou of suspended particles. If the suspension is at rest, the particle 

aggregation cau form , whereas if t he suspension is sheared , the weak physical 

bonds among part icles a rc ruptured, aud the network among them breaks 

down into separate aggregates, which can disintegrate further into smaller 

fragments J6j. This effect on blood vi::;cosity has been studied in [3<-1. 35 . .J5J. 

At high shear rates, structural change occurs more rapidly than that at low 

shear rates. Based on the results, it can be couclucled that the recovery of 

quie::;cent st ruct ure require::; approximately 50 seconds. while the high shear 

rate structure is attained in a few seconds. In other words, in order to min

imize lhe effect of t he thixotropic characteri::;tic of blood on the viscosity 

measurement between the ::;hear rates of 500 and 1 s- 1, aL least 50 ::;econcls 

should be allowed during Lhe tesL to have LilC' fu lly aggregated quiescent state 

at a shear rate near 1 s 1 

3.4. Clinical Significance of Blood Viscosity and Viscoelasticity 

A number of researchers who measured both blood and plasma viscosities . 

reported that both whole blood viscosity a nd plasma viscosity were signifi

cantly higher in patient::; wi th essential hypertension t han in healthy people 

J52. 59. GOJ . In the case of diabetics, whole blood visco8ily. pla.':iilla \·iscosity. 

an cl henmtocrit were elevated, whereas RBC dcfonnabili ty was decreased j21]. 

Other scientists conducted hemorheological stud ies to deten ni ne Lhe relation

ship::; between whole blood viscosity and smoking, age, and gender J9. 36. G7j. 

They found that smoking and aging might cause the elevated blood viscosity. 

Variation in blood viscoelast icity in heall hy population i · very small. Thus. 

changes clu(' to disease or surgical intervention can be readily identified. mak

ing blood vi::;coelastic it y an US('ful cl inical parameter. 

Now extensive basic rc::;earch on blood viscoelasticity a nd the factors af

fecting it have provided a firm foundation for the increasing interest in vis

coelasticity a mong rc::;earchers in clinical medicine and physiology. It has been 

discovered that major shifts in the Yiscoelasticity of blood arc a .. <;sociatcd with 

such patltologie::; a· myocardial infarction. peri phcral vascular cl isea.<;e, cancer 

and diabetes jlLJ. --!2J. 
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4. Constitutive Models of Blood 

For over four decades great attempts have been made to obtain a consti

tutive relation for blood. vVhilc some of these models arc empirical , others 

involve rigorous mathematical dcriYatious. Deta iled review of the c models 

can be found in j50. 57. 62, 69J. In t his cha pter some of the most popula r 

con!:ltitut i vc tnodels of blood: cwtonian, Casson , Hcrschci-Bulkley and mi

cropolar model will be prc ·ented. T he mat hematical descript ion will b e given 

and range of applicability of t he models will be discussed. 

In general. viscous liquids can be divided iu terms of rheological proper

t ics into 1 cwtonian, genera l nou- ewtonian , and viscoplastic fluids J54. 46J. 

The properties are expressed by constitutive equations . T he cwtonian fluid 

model i. t he basis for classical fluid mechanics. Gases and liquids like water 

are cwtonian fluids. Blood . polymers. paint, and food arc non- ewtonian. 

Question about an appropriate constitutive model for blood is not trivial: 

it is a concent rated suspension of highly flexible particles in a complex aque

ous polymer solut ion. the plasma, and exhibi ts a range of non-Ncwtonian 

properties. These properties, presented in the previous chap ters , a re ma inly 

governed by the deformation a nd aggregation of red blood cells. Other impor

tant factor , in determining a n appropriate cousti tu t i vc equation for b lood 

apart from the fluid propertie are the conditions of flow. Since the whole 

blood is non-Newtonian in nature, blood behaviour depends strongly on the 

size of blood vessels in relat ion to dimensions of red blood cells. T he d imen

sions of vc ·scls imply various shear cond it ions which affect blood viscosity. 

Therefore in order to apply the appropriate constitutive lllodcl for blood . the 

problcnt must be rest ricted to a specific How area. 

For instance, in capillaries where vessel dia meters arc comparable with 

that o f n•d blood cells , blood behaves as a shear-thinning fluid and also 

exhibits viscoelastic properties that can be neglected in large and mcdiulll 

vessels flow. Such properties must be reflected iu properly applied consti t uti ve 

models. 

The qurstion of whctlwr blood can be considered as a ewtonian flu id is 

still tanding. The composit ion of blood wou ld seem to indicate incontestably 

that it is indeed not a ·ewtonian fluid. However . in some situations it is 

sufficient to assume. that blood acts like a cwtonian Auid . o. ewtonia n 

model of blood can be reckoned as the t he fir t approach in blood modelling. 

It is valid only when the dimension of flow is large enough in large arteries. 

In capillary blood flow , t he cwtonian fl uid model break· dowu. 
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It should be ment ioned , tha t the constit utive models presented below arc 

derived under assumpt ion that blood i a cont inuum medium. T hat is, the 

elements of blood seem to be continuous wit h each other. with no empty 

spaces in between. T he cont inuum hypothesis implies too, that every "point ' 

in the flu id represents a fluid clement. and that the propert ie · at that point, 

represent the properties of that flu id element . 

4 .1. N ewtonian F luid Mode l 

T he simplest constitutive equation for the fl uid is ewton 's law of viscos

ity [46, 54J. 

T = f-L"f 

where f-L is the Newtonian viscosity and 1 i · t he shear rate or the rate of 

strain . 

For cwtoni an flui d model, when shear stress is plotted against shear 

rate at a given temperature, the plot shows a straight line wit h a constant 

slope that is independe11 t of hear rate (sec Fig. 7) . This lope is called the 

v iscosity coefficient of t he flu id. 

(a) (b) 

Slopa = ~ 

F IGl!llE 7. ewtonian fluids: a) shear stress vs. shear rate. b) viscosity vs. shear 
rate. 

P lasllla is cwtonian flu id with 1-L = 1.2 X w-3 Pas. T he viscosity of blood 

in Newtonian model is equal: 1-L = 3 4 x w-3 Pas. T his model is used fo r 

blood flow in arteries and la rge diameter ve · ·cl ·. 

4 .2. N on-Newtonian F luid Mode ls 

In general, fluids that do not obey the Newtonian relat ionship between 

shear strc a nd hear rate are non- ewtonian J25J . T herefore for non- ew-
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toniau fluids, the slope of shear stress versus shear rate curve is not constant. 

The non- Iewlonian models presented below can be used to describe bloorl 

ftow in middle and smal l blood vessels. The con tants which appeared in 

t he models depend on hematocrit and their detailed form can be found in 

literature [49. 67, 60] . 

4.2 .1. Power law model. One or the most popular is power law model, 

which can be described by the relation: 

The constant. m, is a measure of t he consistency of the Auid: n is a mea

sure of the degree of nou-Newtonian behaviour. It is well known that the 

power-law model does not have t he capabili ty to handle t he y ield stress [25J. 

4.2.2. Casson Mod el. The Ca.sson model extends the simple power-law 

model and is based on a structure tuodel of the interactive behaviom of solid 

and liquid phases of a two-phase suspension [8]. In cont rary to the s imple 

power law. t he Casson model can handle both yield stress and shear-thimtiug 

characterifitics or blood. and can be described as follows J • 25 , -11[: 

IT= .flY+ v'k -Ft, 
"y = 0. 

where k is a Casson wodel constant . 

T shear st ress. 

"y shear ra te. 

Ty a constant that is interpreted afi yield stress. 

4 .2 .3. Hersch e l-Bulkley mod el. The Hcrschel-Bulkley mode l cxlC'nds the 

sim ple• power-law model to include a yield stress as follows [32. 25]: 

T shear stress. 

1 fihear rate. 

"y = 0, 

Ty a constant that is interpreted a.o:; y ield stress, 

m and n model constants. 
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The model is capable to describe both yield stress and shear-thinning of 

blood [25]. 

4.2.4. Comparison of the exp erime ntal data w ith t h e non-Newto

nian models of blood. To compare the non- ewtonian models of blood an 

experiment was performed [51[. Viscosity of human blood and bovine blood 

were measured by using rheometry method. Then, the values were used to 

fit the coeffi cients of Casson, Power-law and Hcrschel-Bulklcy models. All 

the con ' tants which appeared in those constit ut ive models were determined 

by us ing curve fitting experimental data approach. Details of the experiment 

can be found in [51[. Below. in Table 1, the results of blood viscosity mea

surements with scanning capillary-tube rheometer (SCTR) are presented. 

TAilLE 1. Blood viscosi ty. Experilllenta l data and theoretical prediction based 

on Power-law, Casson and li-B models, after J51 J. 

Shear rate Viscosity Viscosity ( cP) 

(s I) (cP ) Power-law Casson I-1-B 

300 4.43 4.39 4.49 4 .28 

150 4.78 4.75 4.84 4. 71 

90 5. 11 .5.03 5.18 5.09 

45 5.75 5.44 5.85 5.71 

30 6.25 5.7 6.38 6.2 

13 8.81 6. 16 7.7 7.21 

7.5 17 6.67 9.7 8.9 

3 7.4 14.5 l2.8 

Lower t han :3 8.38 22.5 18.55 
(at I s I) (at U5s- 1

) (at 1.55 s I) 

We can observe, that t he biggest discrepancies between theoretical pre

dic-t ion and cxperituental data appeared in small shear ra te. For high shear 

rates. experiment a l data and those predicted by t heoretical models arc very 

close. 

4 .3 . Micropolar Fluid Mode l 

The micropolar fl uid model proposed by Eringcu in 1966 [3] is au exten

sion of classical flu id dynamics model. It i based on the assumption of a con

tinuous medium. but take: into account microrotation w of the molecules. 

d ifferent from the local vorticity of t he flow. T he occurrence of the microro

tat ion YCCtor, which d iffers from the ::;tream flow vorticity vector w i- rotV 
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and from the angular velocity w =f 1/ 2 rot V results in the formation of an

t isymmetric stresses and coupled stresses. Therefore in micropolar model of 

fluid description we need two constitutive equations: for shear stress- as in 

classical continuum medium, and the second for couple stress, [3[. 

In last decades numerous papers appeared in which the blood has been 

modelled as micropolar fluid [35[. For instance steady and pulsatile blood 

flow was considered in [1 [, values for the micro polar material coefficients were 

determined in vit ro for blood by Bugliarello and Sevilla [4], the phenomena 

of pulsatile blood flow were considered in [6[ with respect to an investigation 

of the hydraulic impedance of blood vessels. The comparison of experimental 

data with the theoretical prediction for the blood flow parameter obtained 

by use of micropolar fluid shows, that this model is suitable for middle shear 
rates and sma ll vessels flows. 

5. Conclusions 

Blood is a very complex fluid: homogeneous a t macro copic length scale 

but possesses a very complicated structure over a microscopic length scale. 

One of the primary difficulties in physical rather than empirical approach is 

Lhe fac t that blood is a highly complex and oncentrated suspension the con

tent of which varies each Lime and depends on living and healt h conditions. 

The results presented above show how complex the blood structure is. 

They also indicate that blood modelling is far from being at a satisfactory 

level. f\ Ia ny open questions concerning blood modelling still a rise. Current 

research shows that blood flow modelling iu sma ll ve els is a ·erious problem. 
The assumption that blood behaves like a ewtonian flu id fa ils in the case 

of small vessels. Mathcrnaticians try to model blood flow in capillaries and 

small vessels by using non- ewtonian models. But t here is sti ll a gap in our 

under tandiug of a ll quanti tative aspects of such flows. 

Problems presented this review indica te main rcscarrh direct ions on blood 

modelling in the near future. Obtained results can be helpful in our under

s tanding of vascular d iseases and in med ical diagnosis and therapy. 
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